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OPEN ACCESS AND ACADEMIC PUBLISHING: THE CONTEXT

- That openness/ open access has virtues has been theoretically

established and is a foregone conclusion

- Because access is not conditioned on price:  “no good reason to 
deny non-payers access – except to create incentives for the 
provision of these goods” (Eger and Scheufen, 2018) 

- “Of course, somebody has to cover publishers’ costs, but this can 
be done, in principle, by reallocating the existing funds from 
subscription fees to publication fees” (Eger and Scheufen, 2018) 

- Evidence?: “Open-access mandates are the classic example of
a solution in search of a problem: there is no evidence of a
systemic market failure in scholarly publishing requiring a
massive regulatory intervention” (Vishwanath and Mossoff
2017).



OPEN ACCESS 
- Digitisation has enabled push button publishing thereby bring down the cost of making any

work available in open access
- Gold (Fully free journals), Hybrid (free where author/sponsor pays for particular articles) and Green Models (Self-

Archiving) have different effects

- 12500 open access journals listed in the Directory of Open Access Journals as of 2019

- 4500 institutional repositories are registered with Registry of Open Access Repositories

- And yet, open access only survives in parallel to the proprietary model
- Increase in open access mandates for publicly funded research: 98 percent of annual US Federal R&D 

spending and include the Federal government’s largest R&D funders) (Sheehan, 2016- White House)

- Only 13% of all research papers published were openly available (Max Planck Institute 2015) 

- While no conclusive evidence,- arguments in relation to quality and reputation exist with OA. 60% accepted 
fake publication  (Bohannon, 2013)

- Different motivations for authors exist- Evidence of higher citations when published in open access (Lewis, 
2018)- causation or correlation? 

- Top five publishers have more than 50% market share (Does this indicate concentration?)

- Subscription payments by libraries have increased (annual turnovers of academic publishers amount to
approximately EUR 7.6 billion- MPI 2015)

- single monopoly profit theorem and existence of hybrids explains why libraries still bleed



NEW CONTEXT IN ACADEMIC PUBLISHING
Will the Fourth Industrial Revolution change this? 

 AI replaces all human tasks in editing and publishing- will the cost of publishing still
remain high?

 Business models will emerge irrespective of copyright if costs are lowered/no costs by AI

 Causality with need for reform in copyright law?

 Authors themselves are replaced by AI? 

 Potential in scientific research involving creation of automate scientific data analysis and 
discovery processes (Gil, Greaves, Hendler and Hirsh, 2014) (Bohannon, 2017)

 It’s not investment (cost to be recovered) that has to be protected: Opportunity cost 
of capital still has to be preserved if private capital is seen as necessary? 

 Or will State undertake the cost of deploying AI in publishing and ensure open
access publishing?

 Will the differentiating function – a precondition for competitive process- be 
preserved if academic publishing is state driven? 



CONTENT INDUSTRIES: AGE OF NETWORK GOODS 
- firms can often develop adequate positive-revenue models without IP rights (Lemley, 2015; 
Breyer 1970; Raustiala and Sprigman 2012)

- ‘Free content’- Voluntary v. Non-Voluntary forfeiture of copyrighted content

- “Free stuff IP strategies promote two related objectives: (i) to generate the user base that is
a precondition for realizing the network effects that create value in informational asset
markets; and (ii) to shift the locus of profit extraction within the “value chain” to a segment in
which the commoditizing firm enjoys a competitive advantage, which shifts value” (Barnett,
2018)

- Content commoditisation model in a network good market:

“the intermediary maximizes revenues by minimizing its content input costs, which maximizes 
the user base, which enhances the intermediary’s ability to “sell” user data to advertisers. 
Content input costs are a function of licensing and related transaction costs, which are in turn a 
function of the content’s commercial value and the strength of the content holders’ IP rights, 
financial resources and resulting litigation threat” (Barnett, 2018) 



SHIFTING VALUE AND RENTS: FROM CONTENT 
CREATION INDUSTRIES TO CONTENT AGGREGATION 
INDUSTRIES?

- The rise of exception industries: A wide range of cases in the digital economy has

helped content aggregation industries rather than content creation industries

- Extreme concentration in digital content aggregation industries

-Overall output in content creation may not decline: Decline in revenues but not decline in
output. Waldfogel (2012)

-Low cost, short lived projects which require capital: “commoditization will likely have a
negative output effect with respect to content goods that require significant capital,
especially goods that have extended commercial lives” (Barnett, 2018)

-“content commoditization is not “free” from a social point of view: abundant free content
and extreme concentration among content aggregation intermediaries” (Barnett, 2018)



IMPLICATIONS: CAUSAL NEXUS BETWEEN 
COPYRIGHT AND OPENNESS/ OPEN ACCESS

-Are there net adverse welfare effects? Some body has to bear the cost!

-Will content creation become a vertically integrated industry by content
aggregation industries without copyright protection?

-Or is it the question of business models in network goods (two-sided
markets): Do all creation industries have the benefit of two-sided market?

-Should copyright law and policy favour one business model over other by
pushing all content creation to a two-sided market?
- Why Netflix is still not free if two-sided network good economics work in the market?

- Why is google is not investing in content creation like Netflix?

-Is openness/ open access simply a method of competition?




